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Why York

MEET THE
VICE-CHANCELLOR
“Our city has seen its fair share of
upheaval. From Roman invasion
and Viking conquest, through civil
war to the industrial revolution and
social reform, York has played a
pivotal role in a changing nation.
Our university was founded with
a strong sense of social purpose:
to deliver teaching and research
to ‘ameliorate human life and
conditions’ – to make things better.
In the face of our most recent
challenges, I’m immensely proud
of the way our community has
rallied together.
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Throughout the pandemic, our
sense of purpose has never
wavered. Our staff worked
tirelessly to move teaching online,
almost overnight. Our students
volunteered their time to provide
lunches to NHS workers, legal
advice to small businesses, and
support to people isolated by
lockdown. We worked closely
with local government, opening
the city’s first walk-through
testing centre, co-designing
its test and trace systems, and
providing medical equipment to
York Hospital. We were the first
university to launch a Coronavirus

emergency fund, which has since
distributed over £1m to students
facing unforeseen costs. The
extraordinary efforts of our staff
and students saw us shortlisted for
two University of the Year awards.
Looking beyond the crisis, we
again find ourselves at a turning
point. Recovering from the
pandemic gives us a once-in-ageneration opportunity to shape
our future through innovative
education and research. A chance
to build a more inclusive and
equitable society. A chance to
build a greener world.

There is no script for revolution.
We need independent minds,
working with a collective spirit,
towards a shared purpose. I hope
you join us at York, but I urge you –
wherever you go, whatever you do
– to look for ways to make things
better. To consider the impact of
your actions on people and the
planet. To see beyond profit at
any price. To work towards the
common good.”
Professor Charlie Jeffery
Vice-Chancellor and President

UNIVERSITY OF THE YEAR
SHORTLISTED

Discover more about
the year we came together
at york.ac.uk/spirit

INDEPENDENT MINDS,
WORKING WITH A
COLLECTIVE SPIRIT,
TOWARDS THE
COMMON GOOD.
3

Open Days

GET TO
KNOW US
The best way to get to know us better
is to come and meet us, whether
that’s online or in person. Chat to
staff and students and discover
what life at York is really like.
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“I was really impressed
by the Online Open Day.
Everyone involved came
across as energetic,
welcoming and interesting
– the type of people you’d
want to be around. The
Vice-Chancellor’s speech
was inspiring and the
students seem to really
enjoy their time at York.”

Meet us online

Online Open Day attendee,
September 2021

•

•
•
•

•

Explore university life online
with York Virtual Visit:
york.ac.uk/virtual-visit
Chat to our students to find out
what it’s really like to live and study
at York: york.ac.uk/chat
Get a taste of university study
with a free online course created
by our academics. You can
discover something new, build on
your subject area or prepare for
university life: york.ac.uk/moocs
Get the inside view on life at York
– the fun stuff and the challenges
– from our student blogs:
blogs.york.ac.uk
Follow our social channels for the
latest news and updates. You can
join student Q&As to get answers
to your burning questions.
@UniOfYork

FIND OUT MORE

Open Days
york.ac.uk/openday
openday@york.ac.uk
+44 (0)1904 324000

Meet us in person
•

universityofyork
uniofyork
University of York

“Open Days are the obvious way to get a feel
for a university, so make the most of what they
have to offer. Explore the city, look around the
accommodation and ask all your questions to the
students and staff who are there to welcome you.”
Eleanor, BA English

•

•

•

Experience life on campus at one
of our Open Days. You can find
details and explore our full range
of events at york.ac.uk/openday
Explore York in your own time
with our self-guided campus and
city tours, narrated by current
students. Search ‘visit uoy’ on
Google Play or App Store.
Meet us closer to home at
UCAS Conventions and higher
education fairs up and down the
country. Find dates and details at
york.ac.uk/uk-fairs
Meet us in your country or chat
online with our international
support team. Find out when
we’re visiting at
york.ac.uk/international-visits
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Try our teaching

LEARN HOW WE LEARN
Experience our remarkable teaching with free courses and events
MOOCs
Everyone’s welcome to join our
Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOCs), even if you’re not thinking
of studying with us. Designed by
our lecturers, they include videos,
quizzes and discussions that provide
an insight into what’s special about
a York education and show how our
experts lead life-changing research.

•
•
•
•
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Gain confidence in how to adapt
to university life.
Kickstart a deeper understanding
of a subject you love.
Find a new passion and discover
the careers it unlocks.
Pick up top tips on ways to boost
your UCAS application.

york.ac.uk

SPOCs
MOOCs have no entry requirements,
so you can give them a go before you
start your degree with us. Courses
last around two to four weeks, and
cover all sorts of subjects.

York Ideas
Feed your curiosity with free public
lectures on a huge range of topics.
Meet our star researchers and
renowned guest speakers on campus
or online: york.ac.uk/ideas
Subscribe on YouTube and get the
latest videos from York Festival of
Ideas, YorkTalks and dozens of other
events to educate, entertain and
inspire: york.ac.uk/ideas-youtube

If we offer you a place at York,
we’ll invite you to one of our Short
Private Online Courses (SPOCs).
It’s a great way to find support
before you start, and will prepare
you to hit the ground running.
Our free courses will help make
your journey to university as
smooth as possible. You’ll be
introduced to student life and
our learning community. You’ll
have the opportunity to engage
with staff and students, ask
questions, and understand more
about the new experiences
that life at York will bring.

Our Exploring
Everyday Chemistry
course won a Royal
Society of Chemistry
2021 Horizon Prize
for ground-breaking
innovation in
education.

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk/moocs

“The content was clear
and useful. It was easy
to remember and taught
in a way that always kept
you interested!”
Katie, Introduction to Nursing
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City of York

OLD
NEW
YORK
Our idyllic parkland
campus is within walking
distance of the bustling
city centre. Enjoy the best
of both worlds.
8
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Safest city-based
university in England
and Wales

York is a contemporary, student-friendly city, renowned for its
rich history and heritage. With a population of 200,000, it’s big
enough to feel vibrant and small enough to feel like home.
Creative hotspots and
impressive venues

Festivals: next-level culture
and national celebrations

Pretty city: Instagrammable
scenes wherever you turn

From quirky pubs to popular clubs,
York has a diverse mix of venues
that showcase aspiring musicians
and established acts. The city is also
home to a range of museums and
galleries, as well as York Theatre
Royal and a choice of cinemas.

York is famed for its lively cultural
events. The city hosts a diverse
range of festivals, such as JORVIK
Viking Festival, the largest of its
kind in Europe; Aesthetica Short
Film Festival, a celebration of
independent film from around
the world; and fiestas of food and
drink, fireworks, music and more.

York is filled with magical scenes:
the serene York Museum Gardens;
winding cobbled streets like the
world-famous Shambles; and
fascinating historic sites like York
Minster, which offers free student
entry. All this and more is surrounded
by ancient, walkable city walls, which
provide a perfect panoramic view!

Shopping and eating:
high-street favourites and
cosy cafes
Major retail chains and independent
stores share York’s iconic medieval
streets. And if you need a bite to
eat, the city boasts a thriving street
food scene, first-rate restaurants
and quaint coffee shops.

York Festival of Ideas, run by
the University, features worldclass speakers and fascinating
insights into our research. Our
students help to deliver interactive
family activities, short talks and
exhibitions. These cover topics
as diverse as zombies, house
music, crime and fusion energy.

Complete University Guide 2020

The UK’s most
popular city
YouGov Survey Q3 2021

Find out more
York city guide
york.ac.uk/city

Well connected:
beaches, hills and cities
York is in the heart of the UK, with
direct rail links that can take you to
London, Edinburgh and Manchester
in two to three hours. There are
plenty of reasons to stay in Yorkshire,
too. We’re surrounded by beautiful
countryside, filled with castles,
outdoor adventure activities and
natural beauty. York is close to the
sandy beaches of Scarborough
and coastal towns like Whitby – the
inspiration for Bram Stoker’s Dracula.
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City of York

CHARASPAT’S
TOP 5 YORK
TREASURES
“York is one of the most culturally vibrant cities in the UK.
Walking through cobbled streets full of historical gems, explore
the city’s endless array of independent places to shop, eat and
drink. It’s a great city to enjoy with friends, show off to visitors
from home, or simply unwind after a busy day at university.”
Charaspat, BA English
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FIND OUT MORE
Read more student views
about the city on our blog.

The student view

1.
3.

blogs.york.ac.uk

The Minster Gate Bookshop

2.

Ghost Tour

4.

Just a few steps from York
Minster, this is a great place
for book lovers. Once you step
inside the shop, you are almost
overwhelmed by the number
of books. Most of the available
space in the five-floor Georgian
townhouse is covered in books!

During Freshers’ Week, my college
offered The Original Ghost Walk of
York as an activity, and I did not regret
signing up! York is rumoured to be
the most haunted city in Europe. I’m
from Thailand, so I hadn’t had much
chance to explore York before, and this
ghoulish tour was a great introduction.

Parlormade Scone House

This teashop, nestled next to the
Shambles, is an ideal place to
take your friends and family. Also,
if you’re looking for a change of
scene from the University’s study
spaces, the staff are always happy
for you to work in there.

Brew & Brownie

The cafe is a favourite among
locals. Their brownies are
absolutely delightful, with
flavours ranging from Oreo to
Lotus Biscoff. They do pastries in
the morning, and pancakes and
poached eggs in the afternoon.
The cafe can get full, so it’s best
to go early if you want a table.

5.

The Norman House

There are fascinating pieces of
history on almost every street corner
of York. Remnants of the oldest stone
house in the city stand just behind
Stonegate, one of the busiest streets.
It provides a glimpse into the living
space of wealthy Englishmen in the
12th century, which was smaller than
you might think!
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York in pictures

CITY
OF YORK
Discover why you’ll love living in York.
UniOfYork
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universityofyork

uniofyork

“YORK IS BIG
ENOUGH TO FEEL
LIVELY BUT SMALL
ENOUGH TO FEEL
LIKE HOME.”
Temi, BA Sociology with
Social Psychology, 2021

Scan to watch
a student tour
of York
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Research excellence

DRIVEN BY
RESEARCH
Research is at the heart of what we do. Our staff push
forward the boundaries of knowledge. Their learning
brings your lectures to life.

We are a member of the prestigious
Russell Group: 24 leading UK universities
committed to the highest academic
standards in teaching and research.
You’ll study and learn with academics
who are experts in their field and
have a passion for their subjects.
Here’s just some of what they do.
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10th

out of 155 higher
education institutions for
research impact

in the Times Higher Education’s
ranking of the most recent Research
Excellence Framework (REF 2014),
excluding specialist institutions which
submitted fewer than four units of
assessment

Professor Nicky Milner

Uncovering ancient
settlements
Professor Nicky Milner, Head of the
Department of Archaeology, directed
the world-leading Star Carr project
in the North of England where recent
excavations uncovered evidence
of a Mesolithic settlement dating
from around 9000 BC. Students
have written dissertations on data
generated from the excavations,
giving them experience of working
in a research team and initiating their
own research.

Dr Merran Toerien

Professor Tom McLeish

Exploring human interaction

Get to the heart of the matter

How humans interact with each other
is the focus of research by Dr Merran
Toerien, Reader in Sociology. She
uses recordings made in settings
as varied as job centres, neurology
clinics and beauty salons to support
her teaching. These recordings help
students learn about conversation
analysis and how interaction unfolds.

Professor Tom McLeish from the
Department of Physics researches
the properties of ‘soft matter’, a
class of materials that can be easily
changed by stress. His role as Chair
of Natural Philosophy reflects his
strong interest in interdisciplinary
work across sciences, humanities
and social sciences. Tom works with
students on projects covering topics
that range from theoretical models of
protein molecules, to the narratives
with which faith communities
describe their relationship with
science, to medieval texts exploring
optical and physical phenomena.

FIND OUT MORE

Teaching and learning
york.ac.uk
/teachingandlearning
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Teaching excellence

MEET GLENN
Our innovative courses are driven by academics
who share their research with pride and passion.
They’ll challenge you to think independently, and
support you to grow and excel.
Meet Dr Glenn Hurst, a Senior Lecturer and Associate Professor in the
Department of Chemistry. He is also chair of the University Learning
and Teaching Forum, which nurtures and shares creativity and good
practice in learning and teaching across departments.
In 2021, Glenn became one of the youngest academics in the UK
to receive an Advance HE National Teaching Fellowship. His other
national and international awards include the JoVE Innovation in
Instruction Award 2021, Royal Society of Chemistry Higher Education
Teaching Award 2020, American Chemical Society Award for
Incorporating Sustainability into the Curriculum 2019, Times Higher
Education Most Innovative Teacher of the Year Finalist 2018 and JISC
HE Social Media Superstar 2017.

“Using social media, I share photos and
videos of my research to contextualise
chemistry taught in class to everyday life, and
to demonstrate key lab skills.
For example, while I was in the Amazon
rainforest I designed green chemistry
experiments that students would do when I
returned, and I shared this new research in
real time.
Looking ahead, I am excited to see
developments in interdisciplinary teaching
strategies focused around global challenges
and the potential use of virtual reality as a tool
to support practical teaching.”
Dr Glenn Hurst, Senior Lecturer (Associate Professor)
in Chemistry
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FIND OUT MORE

Teaching and learning
york.ac.uk
/teachingandlearning
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Your degree

DESIGNED
FOR YOU
A York degree is recognised and
respected all over the world.

“At Open Days, the tutors and
department prided themselves on
the ‘breadth’ of the course. But I
really underestimated how wide a
scope they meant!”
Cara, BA English
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81%

of our graduates said they
got a better job due to
their York education.*

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk/undergraduate
Our inspirational academics design
our courses to inspire and support
you to graduation and beyond. Each
programme provides unique learning
outcomes so that you get the most
from your time here. At every stage,
you’ll be guided to develop skills for
your chosen career.

Academic support
Get the help you need from
departmental tutors, your supervisor,
and other students in peer learning
groups. Feedback on learning
activities and assessments such as
coursework, projects, group work
and exams will also shape your
academic progress.

Flexible topics
Many courses allow you to pursue
areas of interest by choosing from
optional modules – either within
your degree or, in some cases, from
another subject.

Tailored teaching
You may attend lectures, small-group
seminars, lab- and practical-based
sessions, and informal tutorials,
depending on your course. Many
modules offer additional learning
opportunities outside the classroom,
such as online resources.

Work placements and
studying abroad
UK and international placement
years are available through your
department or the placement year
programme (page 26). The Centre
for Global Programmes offers other
international opportunities (pages
28–29).

Types of undergraduate
degree
Our full-time Bachelors degrees
typically last three to four years,
with qualifications including BA, BSc
and BEng. We also offer Integrated
Masters degrees, which are a year
longer than a Bachelors degree –
qualifications include MBiol, MChem,
MEng, MMath, MPhys and MSci.
York students have the option to
include a placement year in their
studies, which can be added to the
degree title.

Year in industry
Some degrees already include a year
in industry, and will say so in their
title, such as ‘BSc Marketing with a
year in industry’. For specific course
details, see pages 56–57.
*Information provided by the London
Economics analysis. Full report at
york.ac.uk/economic-i
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Study facilities

SPACE TO THINK
Access our extensive library resources and flexible
study spaces across campus.
Library
Our central Campus West library
provides a choice of study areas;
you’ll find contemporary rooms and
flexible furniture, as well as traditional
silent study zones. Our PCs, Macs,
laptop loans and Library Cafe are
here to help you learn.
There are also dedicated spaces in
the Piazza Building on Campus East,
specialist libraries at King’s Manor
and York Minster Library in the city
centre, and the internationallysignificant Borthwick Institute for
Archives. You’ll have access to over a
million books in print, and hundreds
of thousands of electronic resources
to use anywhere in the world –
ebooks, online journals, statistics,
reports, data and more.
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Each department has an online
Subject Guide, which you can use to
find the most relevant resources for
your studies and to access support
from a subject-specific Academic
Liaison Librarian. We also offer online
support (including 24-hour chat), info
and workshops to help you develop
academic skills – from researching
information to coding or creating
interactive media.

FIND OUT MORE
york.ac.uk
/studyfacilities
york.ac.uk/library

Over 1 million
print books

Over 850,000
ebooks

Over 250,000
journals

Wifi access
throughout

Comprehensive online
resources

Search #UoYTips
on Twitter or
Instagram to find
out more
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Learning support

DEVELOP
NEW SKILLS
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Top of the Russell Group
for Academic Support

Our Academic Skills Community will help you study effectively
and strengthen your employability.
Your academic supervisor offers
guidance to support your studies,
and you can access free study and
communication skills advice through
our Academic Skills Community.
The community provides online
resources, workshops, and 1:1 skills
support in the following areas.

Academic integrity
Learn good academic practice
in your reading and writing, and
how to avoid plagiarism, with
our online Academic Integrity
Tutorial and other resources.

Academic skills
Advance your academic reading,
research and writing skills by
consulting our online Skills Guides,
joining skills workshops, and working
with tutors in the Writing Centre.

Communication skills
Discuss and improve your ability to
communicate with others, work in
diverse groups, and use language
with confidence by engaging in
communication workshops and
mixed community groups.

Digital skills

Wellbeing workshops

Improve your digital skills and
get the most out of software
packages with our skills guides
and training sessions.

We offer workshops throughout the
year that help you build resilience
and manage your wellbeing.
Workshop titles include: Managing
Perfectionism, Secrets of Successful
Sleep, Using Anxiety as a Positive,
and Stop Procrastinating.

Maths skills
Get help with understanding
maths, statistics and numerical
reasoning for employability
at the Maths Skills Centre.

Languages
Learn a new language or polish your
existing skills through our Languages
for All programme, as a way of
improving your career prospects or
just for the fun of it. Additional costs
may apply. Information about study
abroad opportunities is available on
pages 28–29.

Self-assessment
Learn how to assess your skills
and progress with Academic
Skills Community resources and
1:1 Study Coaching sessions
in the Writing Centre.

Laidlaw Scholarships
Develop your research and
leadership skills carrying out
an independent project, fullyfunded by a Laidlaw Scholarship.
Find out more about how to
apply: york.ac.uk/laidlaw

Crowdfund innovation
Our fundraising platform YuStart
has generated over £250,000
for hundreds of projects. You
can raise money for creative
and entrepreneurial ventures, as
well as initiatives to benefit the
York community. See what we’ve
achieved at york.ac.uk/yustart

of institutions included in
the 2021 National Student
Survey

“I really like the vibe
of the sessions –
very friendly and
supportive.”
Workshop participant

“I find it really
helpful to discuss
study techniques
in an informal and
non-judgemental
environment.”
Workshop participant

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk
/skills-community
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Career prospects

SHAPE YOUR FUTURE
Enhance your career prospects through exciting opportunities that will
help you stand out from the crowd.
Our employability programme, York
Futures, offers a range of activities
to help you understand your options
and plan for a career you’ll thrive in.
You can access tailored support and
advice to build a carefully crafted
career journey. At each stage, you’ll
gain new experiences to help develop
your skills and career focus.
With training programmes like
York Strengths and York Leaders,
careers fairs and enterprise support,
internships and study abroad
opportunities, we’re here every step
of the way to support you towards
graduate employment or further study.

“My placement year at Warner
Bros. has been one of the most
rewarding experiences I can
remember. I gained insight into the
complexities of the entertainment
industry, worked on exciting
projects, and grew both personally
and professionally. I had fantastic
opportunities like attending film
premieres, but it was the brilliant
team I worked with that made my
time there so special.”
Erhard, BSc Film and Television Production, 2021
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93%

of York graduates
entered work or further
study within 15 months
of graduating
HESA Graduate Outcomes
Survey 2018/19, UK graduates

FIND OUT MORE

York Futures
york.ac.uk/ug-futures

“Studying abroad is such a great opportunity to
develop language skills. Immersion is the best way
to challenge yourself and improve, but it also offers
a chance to experience true independence in a
new country. I had to ask myself: when will I find a
better time to go?”
Laura, BA Spanish and Linguistics
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YOUR CAREER JOURNEY
Make the most of experiences outside the classroom
with our award-winning careers support and resources.

Discover your strengths

•
•
•

Identify your skills using the York
Strengths Online exercise.
Join a York Strengths
Development Day session to
discover what you’re good at and
what you love to do.
Use this knowledge to plan your
time at York, and gain the skills and
experience that employers want.

Explore your options

•
•
•
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Meet employers at a range of
campus events and careers
fairs, and find out about work
experience opportunities.
Broaden your leadership and
organisational skills through
volunteering programmes,
societies and clubs.
Grow your own business with
Enterprise at York. We can offer
you funding and work spaces to
make your ideas a success.

york.ac.uk

Build your skills

•
•
•

Apply for the York Award and
reflect on what you’ve learned in
preparation for future job or study
applications.
Take part in York Leaders training
and develop leadership skills
alongside employers.
Book an appointment with
the careers team to make a
personalised plan.

Grow your professional
network

•

•

Engage with our supportive,
global professional alumni
network, and find a career
mentor through the York Profiles
and Mentors platform.
Connect with business advisers
at Student Enterprise Space and
tap into the culture of innovation
at York.

•
•

Gain paid summer placements
or project-based internships
with local employers through the
Student Internship Bureau.
Engage with top employers
through our network, which has
included recruiters at Aviva, BT,
Deloitte, L’Oréal and Santander.

Take a year away from York
Placement year
• York students have the option to
take a placement year, which can
be integrated into your studies and
recognised in your degree title.
• Pursuing local, national or
international work during
your studies shows employers
that you have a strong work
ethic and can bring a broad
perspective to the workplace.

•
•

Take the opportunity to fast-track
to a graduate job and build your
professional network.
Try out the day-to-day of your
future career and increase your
confidence by putting your skills
into practice.

Year abroad
Take the opportunity to gain
language skills, improve your
confidence and develop your
interpersonal skills.
• You could even add the year
abroad into your degree title,
helping you to stand out to
employers.
• For more information on global
opportunities at York, see pages
28–29.

•

“Coming to York, I knew that I wanted to
give something back to the community.
I started giving engineering presentations
in schools as part of the STEM Ambassador
scheme, which was the perfect starting
point. However, there was more to be done!
So, I started a non-profit project, supporting
young people from deprived backgrounds.
York Careers and Placements helped make
this project a reality.”

To help you explore your
career options, you can
apply for a York Futures
Scholarship to cover
costs like travel to and
from an internship.

Chris, MEng Electronic Engineering

york.ac.uk/ug-futures

For more information, see
york.ac.uk/futuresscholarships

FIND OUT MORE

“I always wanted to work in the games industry, so
I spent my placement year working in the Criterion
Games design team. A normal day involved
completing gameplay passes and introducing
environmental storytelling elements.
I developed so many more skills than I expected.
My technical skills and knowledge of game
design increased, and I gained confidence in
communicating ideas, presenting my work and
receiving feedback constructively.”
Jade, Junior Designer, Jumpship, BSc Interactive Media, 2020
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Study abroad

GO GLOBAL

Broaden your studies, boost your employability
and explore the world.
Prepare for a career in a global job
market by studying, working or
volunteering abroad. You don’t need
to commit now – you can apply to add
an international experience to your
degree after you start. Opportunities
and destinations may depend on your
area of study.

Go for a year
Many courses offer an optional year
studying or working abroad with a
partner university or employer. This is
usually an additional year, taken after
your second year at York.
Some departments offer a creditreplacing year. This means your
degree stays the same length, and
you travel abroad in your second
year instead of spending it at York.
Some departments may also offer
single-semester exchanges.

28
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Find out more about opportunities
specific to your subject at
york.ac.uk/globalyork

Go for the summer
Summer progammes are the
perfect way to discover the world
in a short time. We can help you
explore a wide range of life-changing
experiences through volunteering,
internships and summer schools.

Go for two weeks
Immerse yourself in a two-week
intensive academic and cultural
experience at a partner university
with our exclusive International Study
Centres. You’ll travel with York students
to soak up the culture, languages and
history of a new country. Programmes
have previously been held in Brazil,
China, India, Ghana, Mexico, Russia,
South Africa and the USA.

International Study Centre in Ghana

Free language courses
Join one of our free language courses
to build up your skills and cultural
knowledge before you go.

Funding
Whether you want to study, work
or volunteer abroad, you’ll need to
research the cost of the programme
and budget accordingly. You can apply
for funding to help towards the costs
of many opportunities.
Further details about funding
opportunities will be available when
you start at York. For example, you can
apply for a York Futures Scholarship
york.ac.uk/futures-scholarships

Cape Town

FIND OUT MORE

Centre for Global
Programmes
york.ac.uk/globalyork
global-programmes@
york.ac.uk
+44 (0)1904 323654
GoGlobalUoY #GlobalYork

“Studying abroad during my time at York
increased my confidence and academic ability
dramatically. I spent a year at Beloit College in
the USA, where I was able to work in the college’s
on-campus museum and develop my interest in
Museum Studies. Now I’m back for my final year,
I’m incorporating academic techniques I learned
at Beloit into my dissertation and further study.”
Celia, BA History

Beijing
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Our graduates

ANYTHING
IS POSSIBLE
Our graduates have gone on to do amazing things.
Discover how we support our students’ success
around the world.
“York is a great city and the University itself exceeded my
expectations. The teaching fuelled my interest in learning and
pushed me further than I expected on to a PhD. The pastoral
system gave me the personal support I needed to succeed
academically. And away from my studies, the University Caving
Club gave me the self-confidence and the sense of adventure
that carried me all the way to Antarctica.”
Dr Jess Walkup, Station Leader, British Antarctic Survey, BSc Biology, 2009
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Join a learning
community for life
From your first day as a student, to
graduation and beyond, you’ll be part
of our global community. The York
Global Alumni Association connects
you with former students who can
help and advise you in your studies
and your future career. After you
graduate, you’ll have ongoing access
to professional development and
networking opportunities which can
help you make connections around
the world.
“York’s excellent academics
and rich arts scene inspired me
to pursue a career in computer
graphics. Following a childhood
dream, I moved to San Francisco
to work on visual effects for Star
Wars at Industrial Light & Magic.
After 14 years there, I spent five
years leading development of
camera, editing and effects for
YouTube. I’m currently leading preproduction pipeline development
for the Netflix Animation Studio.
The knowledge York gave me
over 30 years ago is relevant and
useful every day, and the University
continues to support me through
outreach and local alumni events.”
Willi Geiger
Head of Pre-production Pipeline
Engineering, Netflix,
BSc Computer Science, 1989,
MSc Music Technology, 1990

“I chose York because it seemed
very friendly and is academically
strong. I received great support from
my tutors when I wanted to change
subjects, which helped me secure my
role with Reed, where I stayed for 26
years and became Global Managing
Director. I now lead collaborations
between employers and universities
to develop industry-led degree
programmes that prepare students
for successful digital careers.”
Tom Lovell
Managing Director,
Tech Partnership Degrees,
BA Politics and Philosophy, 1992
“My role as York Sport President at
the Students’ Union (2015/16) was
one of the best years of my life.
Working alongside such inspiring
people on a daily basis and the
responsibility we were given in our
roles provided me with invaluable
experience, confidence and the
passion to continue my love of sport
in London, where I firstly worked at
the London Youth Games Foundation
and have since become the Sport and
Recreation Manager at the London
School of Economics Students’
Union. I genuinely would not have
been able to do that without the skills
I gained at York.”
Grace Clarke
Sport and Recreation Manager,
London School of Economics
Students’ Union,
BA History, 2015

“Art history was inspiring, fun
and hard work! Lecturers were so
committed to sharing their expertise
and insights and always made a great
case for experiencing art in the flesh.
In an age where there is a range of
platforms available for exploring
visual culture, York is a gorgeous city
in which to make those enquiries.”

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk/ug-futures

Lara Goodband
Curator of Contemporary Art, Royal
Albert Memorial Museum,
BA English Literature and History of
Art, 1993

Credit:
ParalympicsGB/imagecomms

“I’ve dreamed of being a Paralympian since 2000 when I
watched the Sydney games. York gave me the time and space
I needed to study alongside training and competing, first for
England and then with the UK Boccia Federation. I made the
boccia team at the 2020 Tokyo Paralympics, and now I’m
aiming for Paris 2024.”
Beth Moulam, Athlete, BA Social Policy, 2021
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International students

JOIN OUR GLOBAL COMMUNITY
Live and study in one of the safest cities in the UK,
with independent thinkers from over 150 countries.
Studying here, you’ll be part of
a diverse, safe* and supportive
environment in a beautiful, historic
and unique European city. Our vibrant
campus offers many opportunities
to meet new friends through your
college, sports, volunteering and
student-run societies. Groups like the
International Students’ Association
organise events such as food fiestas,
cultural celebrations and day trips
throughout the year.

When you arrive
We offer a free collection service
from Manchester Airport, a Welcome
Week for new students, and English
language and academic study skills
courses and workshops. We also
provide immigration advice, specialist
support for international students,
facilities for practising your faith, and
much more.
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Explore the UK and Europe
York’s central location is perfect for
exploring other UK and European
cities. The beautiful Yorkshire
countryside and coastline are also on
our doorstep.

Study options
Undergraduate degrees
Choose from over 250 undergraduate
courses in arts, humanities, sciences
and social sciences. Most degrees last
for three years, with a number of fourand five-year courses available. Many
offer the option of a work placement
or study abroad scheme as part of
your degree.
Pathway courses
Our specially designed courses can
help you prepare for undergraduate
study at York. If you complete the
course to the required level, you’ll be
guaranteed a place on your chosen
degree. Study on campus at our
International Pathway College, or in
London at our partner institution,
Kaplan International College.

Pre-sessional English
language courses
These courses are for international
students who need to meet an English
language condition for entry to a
degree-level course. The courses
have three length options: 10, 15 and
20 weeks. The course you need to
take depends on your current English
level, and the English language
requirements for the degree you wish
to study. If you have an unconditional
offer but still want to practise your
English skills, you could take our fiveweek course.
Visiting students
If you’re already studying at another
university, you can apply to study at
York for up to one year as a visiting
student. Your home institution may
count the work you do at York towards
your degree.

*Safest city-based university in England and Wales
according to the Complete University Guide –
Crime rates in university cities and towns 2020

“York has such a diverse community, and
is a truly special place to live and study.
Any cultures, backgrounds and ideas
are embraced and encouraged. I have
created many unforgettable memories
here with the lovely, supportive staff and
students. Being an International Student
Ambassador throughout my university life
has definitely been a highlight for me.”
Yuqi Liang, LLB Law, 2020, China

27%

of our students are from
outside the UK, so you
can make friends from
all over the world
Undergraduate and postgraduate
student headcount, November 2021

FIND OUT MORE

International
Recruitment team
york.ac.uk/international
international@york.ac.uk
+44 (0)1904 324000
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Our campus

YOUR
HOME
FROM
HOME
Our green parkland campus
has everything you need.
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Getting around

Culture and entertainment

We’re situated just outside York city
centre, and everything is within
walking or cycling distance. You can
also use the fast and frequent bus
service that runs between both parts
of campus and on to the city centre
and station, or hire an e-scooter or
e-bike to whisk you into town. York is
one of the UK’s most cycle-friendly
cities and we have plenty of cycle
racks on campus. Explore campus
highlights at york.ac.uk/campus-tours

It’s important to unwind during your
studies. Whatever you’re interested
in, you’ll find something to enjoy.

Campus landscape
Our university is set within 200 acres
of award-winning parkland, including
lakes, wetlands and landscaped
gardens of special historic interest*.
So beautiful and green, the University
campus has an abundance of
wildfowl such as ducks, geese, swans
and herons. You’ll also notice other
wildlife on campus, including hares,
water voles, rabbits, squirrels, foxes
and, on rare occasions, otters.

On campus, we have:

•
•
•
•
•

our very own student-run theatre,
The Drama Barn
a cinema run by students, for
students, staff and the public
a whole host of student societies
dedicated to music, dance, drama
and comedy
a rich programme of free open
lectures and inspirational events
such as YorkTalks, our annual
research showcase
York Festival of Ideas, featuring
hundreds of free events to
educate, entertain and inspire,
including talks, exhibitions,
theatre, music and film.

*The Campus West
landscape was
added to the Register
of Historic Parks and
Gardens by Historic
England in 2018. The
campus as a whole
received a Green
Flag Award from
Keep Britain Tidy
in 2021.

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk/student-life

Food and drink
Campus is packed with interesting
and relaxing places to eat and
drink. There are three supermarkets
where you can pick up your
groceries and essentials.

• “The campus is bursting with nature. I’ve
enjoyed taking walks with friends and feeding
the ducks in my free time. The campus
environment really makes York feel like
its own community and a hub of activity.
Everything is in one place instead of scattered
across different locations.”
Mi Chelle, BA English, 2021, Malaysia
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Colleges
MCMLXIX
MCMLXIX

EXPERIENCE
COLLEGE LIFE
You’ll be part of a college community from day one —
enrich your university experience and make friends for life.
What is a college?

College sports and activities

Support and guidance

These small, distinct communities
will become your home from home,
whether you live on or off campus.
Your college will provide you with a
network of support, new friendships,
facilities, and a full calendar of
events and activities to ease you into
university life.

Every week, colleges compete in
over 20 college sporting leagues,
with regular training and coaching
for all team members — from
beginners to seasoned pros. Colleges
are also bustling with student-led
events and activities, including
club meet-ups, live music events
and bake-off competitions.

Each college has a wellbeing team of
staff and students. They’ll welcome
and support you and help you make
the most of college and university life.

Settling in
Your first few weeks at university
are far less daunting with support
from our current students. They’ll
welcome you on arrival day, and
lead a host of welcome events
to help you to get your bearings.
Student mentors also offer support
throughout your first year.
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Leadership and volunteering
One of the best ways to get involved
in your college is to run for a position
on the college committee. You could
deliver campaigns, design and sell
college clothing, coordinate sports
teams, or arrange socials.

Catering and social facilities
Our colleges have a range of bars,
cafes, dining halls, common rooms
and study areas. These spaces are
perfect for relaxing and catching
up with friends, or for refuelling
between lectures.

We are delighted to
include the new David Kato
College, which will soon
have a shield of its own.

?

FIND OUT MORE

College life
york.ac.uk/college-life
yusu.org/student-life
/colleges

“Colleges are not academic departments.
Their job is to make sure students are
comfortable and happy at university.
So no matter whether you’re on or off
campus, in first year or final year, colleges
are there for you.”
Rebecca, BA Linguistics with French, 2021
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Accommodation

MORE THAN
JUST A ROOM
Choose from a range of
accommodation options
around campus.
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Our undergraduate accommodation
is centred around our colleges, each
offering a welcoming, supportive
community. There’s a variety of room
types and options to suit you and
your budget.

What are my room options?
Location
Choose from college rooms on
Campus West and Campus East.
All are located within easy reach
of the Library, shops and sports
facilities. Both campuses are within
15 minutes’ walking distance of each
other, or hop on a bike, e-scooter or
the free buses which run regularly
between them.
A range of rooms and prices
Prices depend on the age and size of
the accommodation, as well as the
number of people sharing kitchen
and bathroom facilities.
Catered or self-catered
We offer catered and self-catering
options, with both including access
to a shared kitchen.
Ensuite or shared bathroom
Our rooms are either ensuite, or
have an in-room washbasin and
access to a shared bathroom.

Let lengths
We offer let lengths of 40 weeks
(term time only) or 44 weeks (term
time and four weeks of summer
vacation). Other let lengths are also
available for vacation periods.
Additional requirements
We have rooms suitable for students
with additional health or disability
requirements.
Families and couples
We also have a small number of flats
or houses suitable for couples and
families. These aren’t guaranteed, but
we’ll try our best to help you.
Costs
Single self-catered rooms cost from
£99 to £191 per week. Catered rooms
cost from £136 to £201 per week.
These prices are for 2021/22 entry
and may change for your year of
entry. Rent is usually paid in three
instalments over the year.

HOW DO I APPLY?
Apply online after you have accepted
an offer from York. You can find
details of the application process, as
well as prices and deadline dates, at
york.ac.uk/accomm-ug

Scan to watch
a video about
living on campus

MORE ROOMS OPENING
Our two new colleges will add around
1,400 bedrooms on campus by 2022.

PRIVATE SECTOR
There is also a wide selection of
private-sector accommodation within
walking distance of campus.

FIND OUT MORE

york.ac.uk/accomm-ug
accommodation@
york.ac.uk
+44 (0)1904 322165
UoYAccomm
UoYAccomm

What’s included?

•
•
•
•
•

Study-bedroom, shared kitchen,
and an ensuite or shared
bathroom.
Electricity, heating and water, and
contents insurance.
Wifi and wired internet in every
bedroom.
24-hour campus security presence
Cleaning of shared kitchen once a
week, and daily cleaning of shared
bathroom Monday to Friday.
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Students’ Union

TRY
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
“I had only done a tiny bit of rowing before coming to uni, so I joined
the novice programme. It was the friendliest environment you could
hope for, and amazing for finding lifelong friends. After being the
novice men’s captain in my second year, I’m now the club president.
Rowing has changed my life, giving me focus and a much-needed
break from my degree. It challenges me to achieve the best I can in
everything I do.”
Benedict, BSc Archaeology, President of the University of York Boat Club
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The University of York Students’ Union (YUSU) is here to
represent, assist and entertain you by supporting a diverse
range of student-run activities.

Events and socials
YUSU run regular events and socials
online, on campus and in the city.
You can enjoy a diverse programme
of performances, charity fundraisers,
sporting events and festivals that
cater for a variety of tastes.

Volunteering and fundraising
YUSU can help you make a
difference, whether you’ve got an
hour or a week to spare. You can take
part in fun RAG (Raising and Giving)
activities on and off campus in aid of
good causes. You might like to run a
fundraising event, get involved with a

FIND OUT MORE
yusu.org
blogs.york.ac.uk

What is YUSU?
Run for, with, and by students, YUSU
is led by a team of five elected fulltime Sabbatical Officers, who are all
York students or recent graduates.
They’re here to help you share ideas,
create change, gain new skills and
access support.

We’re investing in a
new student centre,
offering purposebuilt facilities for our
community.

volunteering project, or take part in a
fundraising challenge.

Representation and support
YUSU’s ten Part-Time Officers help
to ensure that everyone’s voice is
heard. They’re here to protect the
interests of Black, Asian and minority
ethnic students, disabled students,
working-class students, mature
students, female and non-binary
students, international students and
LGBTQ+ students. They also speak
up on environmental and ethical
issues, and support fundraising and
volunteering.

Societies and sports
There are over 200 student-run
societies and more than 60 sports
clubs for you to get involved in.
Societies are student groups
who plan activities and meet-ups
around shared interests, hobbies,
religions, nationalities and cultures.

At York, this could be anything from
astronomy to aerobics, and politics
to poetry – there’s always plenty to
choose from.
Joining a society is a fantastic way
to meet new people, to indulge your
existing passions, or try something
completely new. You don’t have to
be an expert to join – it’s all about
new experiences, making friends and
having fun.
The YUSU Sabbatical Team for
2021/22 says, “Playing sport,
participating in a society or working
in a YUSU venue are some of the
best ways to spend time enjoying
what you love most at York. Uni
life is so much more than just a
degree, so make the most of every
opportunity and get involved!”
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Sport and fitness

KEEP FIT
AND ACTIVE
Indulge your passions or try something new.
From beginner to high-performer, York has
something for everyone to enjoy.
“Being part of the huge University of York sporting community has been
incredible. I love how diverse it is: there is something for everybody to
get involved with, at all levels. You might never have set foot on court, or
you might be a professional, but you’ll find your place at York. There’s a
wonderful balance between training and social events to create a fun,
healthy and competitive atmosphere. I have met amazing people and had
life-changing experiences. I wouldn’t change it for the world!”
Tanisha, BSc Psychology, York Sport Union Equal Opportunities Officer
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FIND OUT MORE

University sports clubs
At York, sport is all about having
fun, being social and giving every
student the opportunity to get
involved. There are more than 60
clubs to choose from, and many offer
the chance to compete in BUCS
(British University College Sport),
representing the University of York
across the country.

College sports
College sport is open to everyone
– you can play for fun, or compete
against other York colleges. You
can also take part in College
Varsity, the only inter-university
college competition in the UK, in
which our best college teams
play against Durham University.

Performance sports
We offer financial assistance,
coaching, and strength and
conditioning training to our talented

athletes and clubs. We’re also a
recognised British Rowing START
Centre, identifying and supporting
students with Olympic potential.

york.ac.uk/sport

Facilities
Our award-winning sports facilities,
recognised as some of the best in the
region, offer you the chance to destress and stay healthy. Elite athletes,
clubs and national teams regularly
use our campus facilities to assist
their performance. The University
was even selected as a training site
for competing nations in the 2021
Rugby League World Cup.
Facilities include two gyms with
cardio and strength equipment, a
competition-standard swimming
pool, floodlit 3G football pitches, an
Olympic-sized outdoor velodrome,
floodlit road cycle circuit, athletics
stadium, the York Sport Arena, and
39 acres of grass playing fields.

Annual sporting events
There are plenty of sporting
competitions in York, whether you
want to take part in the action
or sit back as a spectator. The
sporting highlight of the year is
the annual Roses tournament
against Lancaster University – the
largest inter-university contest
in Europe. We also host a variety
of events, including a weekly
parkrun on campus, the annual
York Triathlon, National Cyclo Cross
events and the Yorkshire Marathon.
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York in pictures

LIFE
AT YORK

Discover why you’ll love our vibrant
campus and beautiful city.
UniOfYork
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universityofyork

uniofyork

Want the
student view?
Read our student blogs
to hear about campus
and city highlights.
blogs.york.ac.uk
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Support and wellbeing

HELP
WHEN
YOU
NEED IT
Our network of support
services will help you get the
best out of your time at York.
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Your support network
Your college and your academic
supervisor are at the heart of your
support network, alongside Student
Support and your Students’ Union.
They’ll help and advise you, or refer
you to other appropriate support.

Academic supervisor
A member of your teaching
department will act as your
supervisor. You’ll meet regularly
throughout your course. They’ll
advise you on your academic
progress and support your
personal development.

College team
Staff at your college will provide
confidential support to help you
manage the transition to university
life and studies.

Student Support and
Advice Team
You can talk to Student Advisers
who run drop-in sessions at the
Student Hub. They provide you with
general guidance and support with
practical matters, such as changes
in circumstances or managing
your money, health and wellbeing.
Specialist support is available for
specific student groups:

Care leavers and estranged
students
If you are a care experienced
student, or will be studying without
parental/family support, you’ll have
access to a dedicated contact before
and during your studies. Our Care
Leavers and Estranged Students
Bursary could help you with tuition
fees and living costs. Flexible
accommodation contracts are
available too.
International students
You can find out more about our
dedicated support services for
international students on page
32. Our International Students’
Association provides advice and
opportunities for you to meet other
students from all over the world.
Mature students
If you’re aged 21 or over when you
start your course, you’ll be invited to
an induction day in your first week at
York. There you’ll meet other mature
students and find out more about the
support we can offer.
Students with caring
responsibilities
If you’re caring for a family member
or friend while you’re studying we’ll
provide you with extra support.
We also have close links with York
Carers Centre.

FIND OUT MORE
Students with children
Our Family Network will help you
meet, socialise, share information
and advice, and have fun with other
parents. You’ll find information on
local schools and childcare options,
including the York Campus Nursery,
on our website.
Students with a disability
We can arrange academic support
and adjustments if you have a
disability or long-term health
condition that has an impact on your
ability to study. Disability Advisers
offer support, advice and guidance to
students with a diagnosed disability.

Independent advice
and support
Chaplaincy
The Christian chaplains at the
University are available to people
of all faiths and none. There is also
a network of contacts from other
world faiths and dedicated spaces on
campus for prayer and reflection.

24/7 wellbeing support
At any time you can access online
peer support, information and
training to help you look after
your wellbeing. Access is free
for all University of York students
via york.ac.uk/students/health

Student support
york.ac.uk/support
student-hub@york.ac.uk

Students’ Union (YUSU)
If you need help with academic
issues or personal matters, staff
in the Students’ Union Advice
and Support Centre (ASC)
provide friendly support.

Healthcare
The health centre closest to
campus is Unity Health. It offers GP
appointments, a repeat prescription
service and walk-in clinics. You can
register online or in person.
Mental health support
Open Door is a team of mental
health professionals providing
support to students who are
experiencing psychological or
mental health difficulties. You
can access Open Door through a
simple online self-referral form.
Nightline
Nightline is run by trained student
volunteers and provides a confidential
listening and information service for
students from 8pm to 8am.

“The University offers a range of support
for international and home students alike.
Programmes like the Student Buddying
Scheme exist to connect you with
current students and help you settle into
university life. One of my biggest fears
was that I would feel isolated, but the York
community greeted me with open arms.”
Quinn, BSc Interactive Media, USA
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Student views

MEET
INTERACTIVE
MEDIA STUDENT
HANNAH
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FIND OUT MORE
Student Voices
blogs.york.ac.uk

Whatever your career aspirations, we can
help you stand out from the crowd.
The idea of going to university can be
daunting, but there are lots of ways we
can support you while you’re here.
We offer you support and opportunities
throughout your studies at York to
make the most of your strengths. You
might be unsure if university is for you,
but if you’ve got ambition to do more
with your career, there is a place for
you at York.
Don’t just take our word for it, hear
from students at York at Open Days or
by reading their blog posts on
Student Voices.

Hannah is a final-year BSc
Interactive Media student.
When did you realise that university
was for you?
I wasn’t sure if I wanted to go to
university unless I found the right
course for me, but I read the module
descriptions for the course and
became excited by the projects I
would be getting involved with. I
went on a campus tour and could
imagine myself living and studying
in York. That’s when I knew for
sure university was for me.
Was university what you expected
it to be like?

Alongside her studies, Hannah
has worked as an intern
helping to deliver our Black
Access programme. Created
by Black students at York, the
programme supports the success
of Black students currently
at sixth form or college.

University has been what I
expected, if not more. I have joined
many societies such as YuSnow,
Rugby and Mixed Martial Arts, as
well as gaining a paid internship
with the University. Through joining
these clubs and societies I’ve met
so many amazing people and gained
lifelong friendships.

What would you say to someone
who would like to go to university
but isn’t sure if it’s for them?
I would say university is full of
opportunities. It’s important to think
about the things you enjoy, and start
from there. At first, I wasn’t sure if I
wanted to go to university, but I
knew which subjects I liked. I went
on university websites and scrolled
through each course, reading the
course content until I found
something I was interested in and
wanted to pursue.
If you’re still not sure, visiting
campus is a great way to visualise
yourself at university.

Find out more at
york.ac.uk/black-access
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Student views

MEET
MANAGEMENT
GRADUATE
LOUI
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FIND OUT MORE
Student Voices
blogs.york.ac.uk

We support students from all backgrounds
to achieve their ambitions.
Loui was the first in his family to go
to university. He graduated from York
in 2020 with a BSc in Accounting,
Business Finance and Management.
He’s now a senior associate at PwC.
When did you realise that university
was for you?
I took part in a programme called
Next Step York while at college to get
a taster of university life and what
the whole university experience was
really like. After taking part in this and
being able to witness what lectures
are like, how university works and all
the extra activities I could participate
in, I realised that the university
experience was for me.

such as rugby league, karate and
dodgeball which makes it a lot easier
to make friends with similar interests.

Picture yourself at York, online
or on campus:

york.ac.uk/campus-tours

What would you say to someone
who would like to go to university
but isn’t sure if it’s for them?
I would recommend visiting a
university and getting a feel of
what they offer, the ethos of the
place and whether you can imagine
yourself there in the future. I would
also consider whether you have a
real passion for the subject you’re
choosing and whether you believe
that you would be intrigued by
the course. If so, then university
is for you!

Was university what you expected it
to be like?
University life at York was just what
I hoped it would be like, with many
opportunities available and a course
that was really well suited to what I
wanted to do in the future. I’ve taken
part in a range of sports as well
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How to apply

FIVE STEPS
TO YORK
Follow these steps and
recommendations to help
make your application journey
as simple as possible.

1.

3.

5.

Explore over 250
undergraduate degrees
across arts and humanities,
sciences and social
sciences. Subjects
are listed on pages
58–83. For full details and
availability see york.ac.uk/
undergraduate

Find out what living and
studying at York is really like:

Complete an online
application via UCAS (the
Universities and Colleges
Admissions Service)
through your school or
college, or independently.

Choose a course

york.ac.uk

•
•
•

Join us for an Open Day
online or on campus
york.ac.uk/open-day
Take a campus tour
york.ac.uk/campus-tours
Sign up for a free online
course york.ac.uk/moocs

2.

4.

Check the entry
requirements

Check application
deadlines

Check that you meet the
entry requirements for
your chosen course. We
consider a wide range
of UK and international
qualifications and look at all
aspects of your application
to assess your suitability.
This includes your
academic qualifications,
personal statement,
academic reference and
any additional relevant
experience.
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Get to know us

Check the deadlines,
do your research and
prepare early.

Apply online

You will need our
institution code:

•
•

University of York: Y50
Hull York Medical
School: H75

You will also need your
course’s four-character
UCAS code. Search for
your course at
york.ac.uk/ug-courses
If you’re based overseas
you might want to use
the services of one of our
agents in your country.
You can find a list of
agents at
york.ac.uk/your-country

2023

Disability services
We recommend you indicate any
additional support requirements in
your application. We’ll then contact
you to discuss potential support.
Information regarding disability
has no bearing on the academic
assessment of your application. Our
Disability Services team can advise
you on disability funding support.
For information about writing your
application, you can contact the
Admissions team.

English language
requirements
If you’re a non-native Englishspeaking applicant you must provide
evidence of your English language
ability. We accept tests such as IELTS.
We offer international pathway
courses, foundation years and presessional English language courses
which can all help prepare you for
your degree. See page 32 for
more information.

Mature students
As a mature applicant (aged 21 or
over) you may not need the same
academic qualifications as schoolleaving applicants. You’ll need to
show enthusiasm and will benefit
from practical experience or subject
expertise. You should also be able

to demonstrate recent experience
of studying, which you could gain
through an accredited course from
our Centre for Lifelong Learning.
Find more details at
york.ac.uk/mature-students

Contextual offers
By looking at more than just exam
results, contextual offers provide a
fairer chance of getting into York. If
you’re eligible, you could receive
a reduced offer, up to two grades
below our typical UK undergraduate
entry requirements.
We’ll consider making you a
contextual offer if you live in an
area of the UK with low levels of
progression to university, or if
you’ve spent any time in care.
Check your eligibility at
york.ac.uk/contextual-offers

York Access Scheme
The York Access Scheme extends
our contextual offer policy to
applicants who meet a range of
criteria we are unable to assess from
your UCAS application form. You
may be able to apply if you were
eligible for free school meals, have
a disability, attended a school that
performs below the national average
or are from a Black, Asian, Gypsy or
Traveller background. Find out more
york.ac.uk/access-scheme

Widening access to York
We also deliver immersive
programmes of activity to help
learners realise their full potential.
Our widening access initiatives
for post-16 learners include Next
Step York, YorWay, Black Access
and the York Experience Summer
School. Taking part in one of these
programmes may qualify you for a
reduced offer, up to three grades
below our typical UK undergraduate
entry requirements, as well as
additional financial support. Find out
more at york.ac.uk/post-16

Working with schools and
colleges

Entry deadlines
15 OCTOBER 2022
Closing date for
Medicine applicants to
Hull York Medical School.

25 JANUARY 2023
Deadline for equal consideration
for all other courses.
We will consider applications
received after this date if places
are available.

By working with schools, colleges,
local authorities and further and
higher education providers, we
encourage a socially and culturally
diverse student population at
York. We host a range of visits to
the University for learners from all
backgrounds. See our full range of
activities at
york.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges

Admissions team
york.ac.uk/ug-apply
ug-admissions@york.ac.uk

Gap year

+44 (0)1904 324000

Deadlines are set by UCAS
and are subject to change.

FIND OUT MORE

If you’d like to defer your entry year,
let the Admissions team know as
soon as possible. Most of our courses
will consider these requests.
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Fees, funding and expenses

ALL ABOUT THE MONEY
Your annual fees cover tuition, registration and exams.
What you pay depends on whether you’re classed as a
UK or international student for fee purposes. Your fee
status also determines your access to funding support.
UK tuition fee rate
Fees for 2022 entry to York and
the Hull York Medical School are
£9,250 per year for UK students
(and Channel Islands and Isle of
Man residents).
Fees for 2023 entry are subject to
government approval and will be
announced on our website as soon
as possible.

UK student loans
If you’re a first-time UK
undergraduate, you can apply
for a government loan to cover
your tuition fees in full. You can
also apply for a maintenance
loan towards living costs.
You don’t have to begin repaying
your loan until you’re earning over
£27,295 per year. At that point you
start paying back nine per cent of
your earnings above the £27,295
threshold. Use the student finance
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calculator to estimate your loan and
check whether you can apply for any
extra funding. Find out more:
gov.uk/student-finance-calculator
There are different processes if you’re
a student from Scotland, Wales,
Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands
or the Isle of Man. Contact the
relevant education authority for
more information.
UK funding support
We offer scholarships and bursaries
to help with tuition fees and living
expenses. These do not need to be
repaid. They include bursaries for
students who are care leavers or who
are irreconcilably estranged from
their parents. Discover what funding
you could be eligible for, and find
out how to apply, at
york.ac.uk/ug-funding

International tuition fee rates
International tuition fees depend on
whether the course is classroombased or lab-based.
For 2022 entry to York, international
tuition fees range from £19,600 to
£24,000 per year.
For 2022 entry to Hull York Medical
School, international fees are
£38,500 per year.
Our international tuition fees for
2023 entry will be announced on our
website in late 2022.
International funding support
We offer a range of scholarships for
outstanding international students
based on academic merit. Some
academic departments also offer
scholarships for international
students. Look out for deadlines and
further information on our web pages
york.ac.uk/your-country
Find out about external funding
programmes through organisations
such as the British Council.

Paying your fees
If you receive a tuition fee loan from
the UK government your fees will be
paid directly to us. If you’re paying
tuition fees yourself or you are an

international student, you can pay
your tuition fees in a lump sum or in
three instalments (usually 50 per cent
in October, 25 per cent in January
and 25 per cent in April).

Additional costs
Some courses have additional costs
that may not be included in your fees.
These cover things like specialist
equipment, transport, membership
of professional bodies and activities
such as field trips. You can find
details of any additional costs
associated with your course on
our website.

Living costs
We estimate you’ll need a budget
of between £7,899 and £11,979 per
year, depending on which type of
accommodation you choose. This is
based on 2021 prices. Find out more
at york.ac.uk/ug-living-costs
This prospectus was published in
February 2022. The most up-to-date
information about fees, loans and
scholarships is available on
our website.
Fees and funding information for
2023 entry will be confirmed on our
website in late 2022.

10%

Masters fee
discount
Once you’ve
successfully
completed a York
undergraduate
degree, you could
be eligible for a 10%
tuition fee discount
on your chosen
Masters at York.

“Creating a weekly budget will set
you up for money management
at university. Prepare yourself in
advance and you will feel more
confident about your spending
once you arrive.”

FIND OUT MORE

Fees, funding and
living costs
york.ac.uk/
studentmoney

Amélie, BA English
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SUBJECTS
TO STUDY
How to use this
course list

CHOOSE
YOUR COURSE
Choosing what course to study is a big
decision. At York you have a vast array of
subjects to choose from and we’re here to
help you find the one for you.
We review our courses all the time to
ensure we’re meeting the needs of industry
and making the most of our academics’
expertise. You can find all of our courses
online; the following pages give an overview
of those we currently offer.
You’ll see at a glance the qualification
you will receive and how many years it
will take you to complete it. Typical entry
requirements are listed but our website
describes them in full and provides the
most accurate, up-to-date information.
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PLACEMENTS
A tick in this column means that you have
the option to undertake a work placement as
part of your degree.
Some degree courses already include a
year in industry, which is often directly
related to the degree subject. This is
reflected in the course title. In most
cases you can opt into the placement
year after you start your course.
Courses in Medicine, Medicine with a
Gateway Year and Social Work have a ▲
in this column. They offer regular work
placements integrated throughout the
degree. You can’t take a placement year as
part of these courses.
More information is on page 27 and at
york.ac.uk/ug-futures

STUDY ABROAD

APPLYING

A tick in this column means that global
opportunities may be open to you once
you begin your studies with us.

It’s important you get the most up-to-date
information before making your decision.
Make sure you visit york.ac.uk/undergraduate
to check the latest course details before you
submit your application.

We offer flexible options to work, volunteer or
study abroad. Your global programme might
be for just a couple of weeks on a summer
school or longer, up to a full year abroad.
Further details about this scheme can be
found on page 28 and at
york.ac.uk/globalyork, or contact us at
global-programmes@york.ac.uk

EXTENDED PROJECT
QUALIFICATION (EPQ)
Most of our departments take EPQs into
consideration when making offers. This
column will contain one of the following:
A, B
or C

if you achieve the grade
indicated, your offer will
be one grade below our
typical offer

♦

we may take EPQs into
consideration when
assessing marginal
results

Our courses and typical offers are subject
to change. Before you apply, find the latest
information on your course at
york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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3

Typical offers
A levels

AAB
BSc

NN4F

4

Actuarial Science

BSc

NG31

3

BSc

NG32

4

Archaeology

BA

V400

3

Archaeology

BSc

V402

3

Archaeology and
Heritage

BA

V404

3

Bioarchaeology

BSc

V403

3

BSc

C700

3

35

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD

B

Additional
information

IELTS

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

DDD including A in
A level Maths

B

ABB

34

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and another
Higher Level
science or maths
subject. If English
is not your first
language then
we require 5 in
English B

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

C
C

DDM including
some sciencerelated modules

DDD including
relevant units, and
an additional
A level qualification
in Chemistry

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NN42

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NN4F

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NG31

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NG32

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V400

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V402

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V404

including Maths

C
DDM

Further details

GCSE Maths at
grade 5 (B)
6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

AAA

Actuarial Science
(with a year in
industry)

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Study abroad

NN42

Accounting,
Business Finance
and Management
(with a year in
industry)

Biochemistry
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BSc

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Accounting,
Business Finance
and Management

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

C

including a science
subject: Biology,
Chemistry, Geology,
Maths or Physics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V403

B

DDD including
relevant units, and
an additional
A level qualification
in Chemistry

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C700

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Biology

Biomedical
Sciences

BSc

MBiol

BSc

C706

C100

C105

C900

4

3

4

3

Typical offers

EPQ

A levels

International
Baccalaureate

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and another
Higher Level
science or maths
subject. If English
is not your first
language then
we require 5 in
English B

DDD including
relevant units, and
an additional
A level qualification
in Chemistry

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
maths subject. If
English is not your
first language then
we require 5 in
English B

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
maths subject. If
English is not your
first language then
we require 5 in
English B

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
maths subject. If
English is not your
first language then
we require 5 in
English B

(see
page 57)

B

B

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

B

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

B

Additional
information

including A in
Chemistry and one
of Biology, Further
Maths, Geology,
Maths, Physics or
Statistics

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Maths, Psychology
or Physics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Study abroad

Biology

MBiochem

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Biochemistry

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C706

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C100

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C105

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C900

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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Biotechnology
and Microbiology

BSc

C903

CJ57

MBiol

CJ54

Business and
Management

BA

N200

Business and
Management

BSc

N202

Business and
Management
(with a year in
industry)

BA

N203

4

3

4

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology
and 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry,
Maths, Physics
or Psychology. If
English is not your
first language then
we require 5 in
English B

AAB

AAA

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
maths subject. If
English is not your
first language then
we require 5 in
English B

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

3

(see
page 57)

35

DDD

Further details

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C903

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CJ57

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CJ54

GCSE Maths at
grade 4 (C)

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N200

GCSE Maths at
grade 5 (B)

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N202

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N203

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N204

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/W900

Additional
information

B

including Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Maths, Psychology
or Physics

B

including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

B

AAB

Study abroad

Biotechnology
and Microbiology

MBiomedSci

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Biomedical
Sciences

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

B

GCSE Maths at
grade 4 (C)

B

GCSE Maths at
grade 5 (B)

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

4
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Business and
Management
(with a year in
industry)

BSc

N204

Business of
the Creative
Industries

BA

W900

3

ABB

34

DDM

C

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Placement
option

Study abroad

Chemistry

BSc

F100

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F100

Chemistry
(with a year
abroad)

MChem

F101

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F101

Chemistry
(with a year in
industry)

MChem

F102

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F102

Chemistry
(with a year in
York)

MChem

F103

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F103

Chemistry,
Biological
and Medicinal
Chemistry

BSc

F152

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F152

Chemistry,
Biological
and Medicinal
Chemistry (with a
year abroad)

MChem

F153

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F153

Chemistry,
Biological
and Medicinal
Chemistry (with a
year in industry)

MChem

F154

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F154

Chemistry,
Biological
and Medicinal
Chemistry (with a
year in York)

MChem

F155

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F155

Chemistry, Green
Principles and
Sustainable
Processes

BSc

F190

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F190

Award

UCAS
code

Duration
(years)

Further details

Course

Typical offers
A levels

A*AAAAB

International
Baccalaureate

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and 6 in another
science or
maths subject at
Standard Level, or
35 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and 6 in another
Higher Level
science or maths
subject

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD and an
additional A level
qualification in
Chemistry

(see
page 57)

♦

Additional
information

A*AA including
A in Chemistry;
AAA including A
in Chemistry plus
one other science;
AAB including A
in Chemistry plus
two other sciences:
Biology, Electronics,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geology,
Maths or Physics

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in
all units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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Placement
option

Study abroad

Chemistry, Green
Principles and
Sustainable
Processes (with a
year abroad)

MChem

F191

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F191

Chemistry, Green
Principles and
Sustainable
Processes (with a
year in industry)

MChem

F192

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F192

Chemistry, Green
Principles and
Sustainable
Processes (with a
year in York)

MChem

F193

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F193

Chemistry, the
Atmosphere and
the Environment

BSc

F142

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F142

Chemistry, the
Atmosphere and
the Environment
(with a year
abroad)

MChem

F143

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F143

Chemistry, the
Atmosphere and
the Environment
(with a year in
industry)

MChem

F144

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F144

Chemistry, the
Atmosphere and
the Environment
(with a year in
York)

MChem

F145

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F145

BEng/BSc

G400

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G400

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/I102

Computer
Science
Computer
Science
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Award

MEng

UCAS
code

Duration
(years)

Further details

Course

I102

4

Typical offers
A levels

A*AAAAB

International
Baccalaureate

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and 6 in another
science or
maths subject at
Standard Level, or
35 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry
and 6 in another
Higher Level
science or maths
subject

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

A*AA

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD and an
additional A level
qualification in
Chemistry

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

(see
page 57)

♦

♦

Additional
information

A*AA including
A in Chemistry;
AAA including A
in Chemistry plus
one other science;
AAB including A
in Chemistry plus
two other sciences:
Biology, Electronics,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geology,
Maths or Physics

including Maths. We
also require a GCSE
in Physics, Double
Science, or Science
and Additional
Science 4 (C)

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

G401

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

Computer
Science (with a
year in industry)

BEng/BSc

Computer
Science (with a
year in industry)

MEng

I103

5

A*AA

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

BSc

GG41

3

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

Computer
Science and
Mathematics
Computer
Science and
Mathematics (with
a year in industry)

BSc

GGK1

4

Computer
Science with
Artificial
Intelligence

MEng

G4G7

4

Computer
Science with
Artificial
Intelligence (with
a year in industry)

MEng

G4GR

5

Computer
Science with
Cyber Security

MEng

II10

4

Computer
Science with
Cyber Security
(with a year in
industry)

MEng

II11

5

BA

L611

3

Criminology

AAA

A*AA

AAB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

35

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

DDD

(see
page 57)

♦

♦

♦

C

Additional
information

including Maths. We
also require a GCSE
in Physics, Double
Science, or Science
and Additional
Science 4 (C)

including Maths. We
also require a GCSE
in Physics, Double
Science, or Science
and Additional
Science at grade
4 (C)

including Maths. We
also require a GCSE
in Physics, Double
Science, or Science
and Additional
Science at grade
4 (C)

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Study abroad

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G401

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/I103

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GG41

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GGK1

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G4G7

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G4GR

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/II10

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/II11

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L611

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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V351

3

Typical offers
A levels

AAB
Curating and Art
History (with a
year abroad)

Ecology

Ecology

64

BA

BSc

V353

C180

International
Baccalaureate

35

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD

(see
page 57)

C

4

3

MBiol

C185

4

Economics

BSc

L100

3

Economics and
Econometrics

BSc

L144

3

Economics and
Finance

BSc

L112

3

Economics and
Mathematics

BSc

LG11

3

Economics and
Philosophy

BA

LV15

3

Economics and
Politics

BA

LL12

3

Economics,
Econometrics and
Finance

BSc

L124

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
Maths subject

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another Higher
Level science or
Maths subject

AAB

35 points with 6 in
three Higher Level
subjects including
Maths

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

DDD with Maths

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

DDD with Maths

35 points with 6 in
three Higher Level
subjects including
Maths

DDD with Maths

AAB

B

A

♦

A

A

Additional
information
You do not need an
A level in History
of Art. We will also
consider applicants
with a University
of the Arts London
Level 3 Extended
Diploma in Art and
Design
including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

including Maths

IELTS

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V351

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V353

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C180

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C185

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L100

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L144

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L112

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LG11

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LV15

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LL12

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L124

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Maths

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Maths

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Maths

Study abroad

BA

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Curating and
Art History

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

3

BBB

31

DDM

H634

3

ABB

BEng

H600

3

ABB

DDM in any subject
plus B in A level
Maths

Electronic
Engineering

BEng

H610

3

ABB

34 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

Electronic
Engineering with
a Foundation Year

BEng

H604

4

BBB

31 excluding
Higher Level Maths

DDM

C

excluding A level
Maths. Including
GCSE Maths at
grade 4 (C)

34 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

DDM in any subject
plus B in A level
Maths

C

including Maths

BA

X300

Electronic
and Computer
Engineering

BEng

Electronic
and Electrical
Engineering

Education

Electronic
Engineering with
Music Technology
Systems

BEng

H667

3

ABB

Electronic
and Computer
Engineering

MEng

H639

4

AAA

Electronic
and Electrical
Engineering

MEng

H606

4

AAA

Electronic
Engineering

MEng

H609

4

AAA

Electronic
Engineering with
Music Technology
Systems

MEng

H669

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

EPQ

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

(see
page 57)

Additional
information

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

C

C

IELTS

including Maths
6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

Study abroad

A levels

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Award

Placement
option

Duration
(years)

Typical offers
International
Baccalaureate

UCAS
code

Course

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/X300

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H634

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H600

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H610

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H604

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H667

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H639

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H606

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H609

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H669

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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H109

ABB

34 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

DDM in any subject
plus B in A level
Maths

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H105

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H109

36 with 6 in Higher
Level English
Literature

DDD with an
additional A level
or equivalent in
English Literature at
grade A

A

including A in
English Literature or
English Language
and Literature

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q300

DDD

C

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q302

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/QV31

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/QV33

3

Typical offers

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Additional
information

English

BA

Q300

3

AAAA*AB

English Language
and Linguistics

BA

Q302

3

AAB

35

AAA

35 with 6 in Higher
Level English
Literature and
Higher Level
History

DDD with an
additional A levels
or equivalent in
English Literature
and History at
grade A

A

including History
and English
Literature or English
Language and
Literature

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level English
Literature

DDD with an
additional A level
or equivalent in
English Literature at
grade A

A

including A in
English Literature or
English Language
and Literature

English/History

English/History
of Art

66

MEng

H105

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Further details

A levels

International
Baccalaureate

Study abroad

Engineering

BEng

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Engineering

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

BA

BA

QV31

QV33

3

3

IELTS

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

QQ31

3

English/
Linguistics

BA

English/
Philosophy

BA

QV35

3

English/Politics

BA

QL32

3

Environment,
Economics and
Ecology

BSc

F7M0

3

Environment,
Economics and
Ecology

MEnv

F7LC

4

Environment,
Economics and
Ecology (with a
placement year)

BSc

F7M1

4

Environment,
Economics and
Ecology (with a
placement year)

MEnv

F7L1

5

Typical offers
A levels

AAB

ABB

ABB

EPQ

International
Baccalaureate

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

35 with 6 in Higher
Level English
Literature

DDD with an
additional A level
or equivalent in
English Literature at
grade A

34

34

DDM

DDM

(see
page 57)

A

C

C

Additional
information

including A in
English Literature or
English Language
and Literature

including one from:
Biology, Business
Studies, Chemistry,
Economics,
Environmental
Studies, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Life and Health
Sciences. We also
require GCSE Maths
at grade 4 (C)

including one from:
Biology, Business
Studies, Chemistry,
Economics,
Environmental
Studies, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Life and Health
Sciences. We also
require GCSE Maths
at grade 4 (C)

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Study abroad

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/QQ31

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/QV35

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/QL32

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F7M0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F7LC

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F7M1

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F7L1

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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BSc

Environmental
Geography

MEnv

F810

3

F815

Typical offers
A levels

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

(see
page 57)

4
AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Geography

DDD

C

Additional
information

including
Geography or
Geology and one
from: Biology,
Chemistry,
Environmental
Studies, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Life and Health
Sciences. We also
require GCSE Maths
at grade 4 (C)

IELTS

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F810

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F815

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F811

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Environmental
Geography (with a
placement year)

BSc

F811

4

Environmental
Geography (with a
placement year)

MEnv

F816

5

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F816

BSc

F900

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F900

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F902

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F901

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F903

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/W600

Environmental
Science

Environmental
Science

MEnv

F902

4
ABB

Environmental
Science (with a
placement year)

BSc

F901

4

Environmental
Science (with a
placement year)

MEnv

F903

5

BSc

W600

3

Film and
Television
Production

68

International
Baccalaureate

Study abroad

Environmental
Geography

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

AAB

34

35

DDM

DDD

C

C

including two from:
Biology, Chemistry,
Geography,
Geology,
Environmental
Studies, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Life and Health
Sciences. We also
require GCSE Maths
at grade 4 (C)

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

BSc

NG35

3

Typical offers
A levels

AAB

International
Baccalaureate

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

(see
page 57)

B

Additional
information

BSc

NG36

4

French and
German
Language (with a
year abroad)

BA

RR12

4

AAB

35 with 6 in either
Higher Level
French or German

DDD with A level
French or German

C

including French
or German. Not for
native or near-native
speakers

French and Italian
Language (with a
year abroad)

BA

RR13

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level French

DDD with A level
French

C

including French.
Not for native or
near-native speakers

French and
Linguistics (with a
year abroad)

BA

RQ11

4

French and
Philosophy (with a
year abroad)

BA

RV15

4

French and
Spanish
Language (with a
year abroad)

BA

RR14

4

BSc

C400

3

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

C
AAB

35

AAB

35 with 6 in either
Higher Level
French or Spanish

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another science or
Maths subject

DDD with A level
French or Spanish

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NG35

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/NG36

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR12

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR13

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RQ11

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RV15

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR14

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C400

not for native or
near-native speakers

DDD
C

AAB

Further details

including A in Maths

Finance,
Operations
Research,
Management and
Statistics (with a
year in industry)

Genetics

IELTS

Study abroad

Finance,
Operations
Research,
Management and
Statistics

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

C

including French
or Spanish. Not for
native or near-native
speakers

B

including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

69

Typical offers
A levels

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Additional
information

Further details

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C405

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR23

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RQ21

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RV25

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR24

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L800

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L801

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V401

IELTS

MBiol

C405

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another science or
Maths subject

DDD with relevant
units in Applied
Science

B

including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

German and
Italian Language
(with a year
abroad)

BA

RR23

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level German

DDD with A level
German

C

including German.
Not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

German and
Linguistics (with a
year abroad)

BA

RQ21

4

German and
Philosophy (with a
year abroad)

C

BA

RV25

4

not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

German
and Spanish
Language (with a
year abroad)

BA

RR24

4

including German
or Spanish. Not for
native or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Global
Development

BA

L800

3

Genetics

AAB

AAB

AAB

70

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Study abroad

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Global
Development
(with a year in
industry)

BA

L801

4

Historical
Archaeology

BA

V401

3

ABB

35

35 with 6 in Higher
Level German or
Spanish

35

34

DDD

DDD with A level
German or Spanish

DDD

DDM

C

C

C

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

V100

3

History and
French (with a
year abroad)

BA

VR11

4

History of Art

BA

V350

3

History of Art
(with a year
abroad)

Typical offers
A levels

AAAA*AB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level History

DDD with an
additional A level
in either History
or Classical
Civilisation

35 with 6 in Higher
Level History

DDD with an
additional A level
in either History
or Classical
Civilisation

AAB
BA

V352

35

Further details

A

including an A in
either History or
Classical Civilisation

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V100

C

including an A
in either History
or Classical
Civilisation. Not for
native or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VR11

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V350

C

You do not need an
A level in History
of Art. We will also
consider applicants
with a University
of the Arts London
Level 3 Extended
Diploma in Art and
Design

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V352

including History or
Classical Civilisation
plus Maths

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VL11

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VV13

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VV15

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VL12

EPQ

International
Baccalaureate

AAB

Study abroad

BA

UCAS
code

Placement
option

History

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD

(see
page 57)

4

History/
Economics

BA

VL11

3

History/History
of Art

BA

VV13

3

AAA

AAB
History/
Philosophy

BA

VV15

3

History/Politics

BA

VL12

3

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level History and
Higher Level Maths

35 with 6 in Higher
Level History

36 with 6 in Higher
Level History

DDD with an
additional A level
in Maths plus
History or Classical
Civilisation

DDD with an
additional A level in
History or Classical
Civilisation

DDD with an
additional A level in
History or Classical
Civilisation

A

A

A

Additional
information

including an A in
either History or
Classical Civilisation

including either
History or Classical
Civilisation

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

71

L7F8

3

Typical offers
A levels

AAB

EPQ

International
Baccalaureate

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Geography

DDD in the BTEC
National Diploma
plus A level
Geography or
equivalent. For
other combinations
of A levels and
BTEC qualifications
please contact us

(see
page 57)

C

Additional
information

including
Geography. We also
require GCSE Maths
at grade 4 (C)

Study abroad

72

BA

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Human
Geography and
Environment

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L7F8

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L7F6

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/WG24

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L250

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L253

IELTS

Human
Geography and
Environment (with
a placement year)

BA

L7F6

4

Interactive Media

BSc

WG24

3

International
Relations

BA

L250

3

International
Relations (with a
year in industry)

BA

L253

4

Italian and
Linguistics (with a
year abroad)

BA

RQ31

4

AAB

35

DDD

C

not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RQ31

Italian and
Spanish
Language (with a
year abroad)

BA

RR34

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Spanish

DDD plus an A level
in Spanish

C

including Spanish.
Not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at least
6.0 in all units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RR34

Law

LLB

M100

3

AAA
A*AB
A*A*C

36

D*DD

♦

6.5 with at least
6.0 in all units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/M100

Law
(Senior Status)

LLB

M101

2

2:1

7.0 with at least
7.0 in Writing
and 6.5 in all
other units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/M101

AAB

35

DDD

C

6.5 with at least 6.0
in all units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Law and
Criminology

LLB

M1L6

3

Linguistics

BA

Q101

3

Linguistics with
French

BA

Q1R1

3

Linguistics
with German

BA

Q1R2

3

Linguistics
with Italian

BA

Q1R3

3

Linguistics
with Spanish

BA

Q1R4

3

Marketing

BSc

N500

3

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

(see
page 57)

6.5 with at least
6.0 in all units
AAB

35

DDD

C

C

AAB

35

DDD

B

BSc

N501

4

Mathematics

BSc

G100

3

AAA-AAB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

♦

Mathematics

MMath

G102

4

AAA-AAB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

♦

BSc

G101

4

AAA-AAB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

♦

MMath

GG14

4

AAA

Mathematics (with
a year in Europe)

Mathematics
and Computer
Science (with a
year in industry)

IELTS

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/M1L6

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q101

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q1R1

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q1R2

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q1R3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/Q1R4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N500

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/N501

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G100

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G102

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/G101

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GG14

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GG1K

♦

Marketing (with a
year in industry)

Mathematics
and Computer
Science

Additional
information

Study abroad

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths
MMath

GG1K

5

AAA

DDD plus A in
A level Maths

♦

not for native
or near-native
speakers

not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at least
6.0 in all units

GCSE Maths at
grade 5 (B)

AAA including A in
Maths.
AAB including A
in Maths and B in
Further Maths.
AAB including A
in Maths and A in
Further Maths at
AS level

including Maths. We
also require a GCSE
in Physics, Double
Science, or Science
and Additional
Science at grade
4 (C)

6.0 with at least
5.5 in all units

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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GL11

3

AAA

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Study abroad

A levels

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Further details

including Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GL11

including A in Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GV15

including A in both
Maths and Physics

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GF13

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GFC3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GFD3

Additional
information

IELTS

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

Mathematics and
Philosophy

BA/BSc

GV15

3

AAB

Mathematics and
Physics

BSc

GF13

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

Mathematics and
Physics

MMath/
MPhys

GFC3

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

Mathematics and
Physics (with a
year in Europe)

BSc

GFD3

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

including A in both
Maths and Physics

AAA-AAB

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths

♦

AAA including A in
Maths.
AAB including A
in Maths and B in
Further Maths.
AAB including A
in Maths and A in
Further Maths at
AS level

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/GG13

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H119

Mathematics and
Statistics

Medical
Engineering

74

BSc

Typical offers

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Mathematics
and Finance

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

BSc

MEng

GG13

H119

3

4

♦

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

including Maths and
Physics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

MBBS

Medicine with a
Gateway Year

MBBS

Micro-mechanical
Engineering

Midwifery
Practice

A100

A101

5

6

Typical offers
A levels

AAA

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

36 with 6, 6, 5
at Higher Level
including Biology
and Chemistry

A

BBC

29 with 14 at
Higher Level
including 5 in
Biology and
Chemistry

DDD in the
Extended National
Diploma in
Applied Science
(Biomedical
Science)

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

MEng

H319

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

BA

B720

3

ABB

34

(see
page 57)

DDM

Additional
information
including Biology
and Chemistry
plus UCAT in the
calendar year
of application
with a Situational
Judgement Test
band of 1, 2 or 3

IELTS

7.5 with at
least 7.0 in all
units

including B in
Biology and
Chemistry plus
UCAT in the
calendar year
of application
with a Situational
Judgement Test
band of 1, 2 or 3

Study abroad

Medicine

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

▲

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/A100

▲

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/A101

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H319

C

GCSE English
Language, Maths
and Science at
grade 4 (C)

7.0 with at
least 7.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B720

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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Music

Music and Sound
Recording

Music Technology
Systems

76

C130

3

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

BA

BA

BEng

C135

W300

J931

H663

4

3

3

3

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C130

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C135

C

including A in
Music. In place of
Music at A level, we
will also consider
three other A levels
plus ABRSM or
Trinity Grade 5
Theory and Grade 8
Performance

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/W300

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/J931

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H663

(see
page 57)

B
DDD including
relevant units in
Applied Science

AAA

AAB

Further details

EPQ

AAB
36 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
another science or
Maths subject

MBiol

Study abroad

Molecular Cell
Biology

BSc

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Molecular Cell
Biology

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

B

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Music

DDD in Music

Additional
information
including Biology
or Human Biology
and a second
science: Chemistry,
Computer Science,
Environmental
Science, Further
Maths, Geography,
Geology, Maths,
Physics, Psychology
or Statistics

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Music

DDD in Music or
Music Technology

C

including A in
Music or Music
Technology. In
place of Music at
A level, we will also
consider three other
A levels plus ABRSM
or Trinity Grade 5
Theory and Grade 7
Performance

ABB

34 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

DDM in any subject
plus B in A level
Maths

C

including Maths

IELTS

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

Music Technology
Systems

MEng

H666

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

Music Technology
Systems (with a
Foundation Year)

BEng

H662

4

BBB

31 excluding
Higher Level Maths

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Archaeology,
Biology or
Environment

BSc

CFG0

3

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Archaeology,
Biology or
Environment

A*AA
MSci

FGC0

4

37 with 6 in Higher
Level from two
of the following:
Biology, Chemistry
and Maths, or 38
with 6 in Higher
Level Biology or
Chemistry and
Standard Level
Maths

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Archaeology,
Biology,
Chemistry or
Environment

BSc

CFG0

3

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Archaeology,
Biology,
Chemistry or
Environment

MSci

FGC0

4

Natural Sciences
specialising
in Biology,
Chemistry or
Physics

BSc

CFG0

3

A*AA

37 with 6 in Higher
Level from two
of the following:
Chemistry and
Maths, or 38 with
6 in Higher Level
Chemistry and
Standard Level
Maths

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry,
Maths and Physics

Study abroad

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

C

including Maths

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H666

♦

excluding A level
Maths. Including
GCSE Maths at
grade 4 (C)

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H662

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

DDM

Considered on an
individual basis

(see
page 57)

A

Additional
information

including any two of
Biology, Chemistry
or Maths

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

including Chemistry
and Maths
Considered on an
individual basis

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

A

including
Chemistry, Maths
and Physics

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

77

Placement
option

Study abroad

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Biology, Chemistry
or Physics

MSci

FGC0

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

Natural Sciences
specialising
in Biophysical
Science

BSc

CFG0

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

Natural Sciences
specialising
in Biophysical
Science

MSci

FGC0

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

Natural Sciences
specialising
in Chemistry,
Mathematics or
Physics

BSc

CFG0

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

Natural Sciences
specialising
in Chemistry,
Mathematics or
Physics

MSci

FGC0

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Mathematical
Bioscience

BSc

CFG0

3

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Mathematical
Bioscience

MSci

FGC0

4

A*AA

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Nanoscience

BSc

CFG0

3

A*AA

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Nanoscience

MSci

FGC0

4

A*AA

78

Award

UCAS
code

Duration
(years)

Further details

Course

Typical offers
A levels

A*AA

International
Baccalaureate

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry,
Maths and Physics

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Considered on an
individual basis

(see
page 57)

A

Additional
information

including
Chemistry, Maths
and Physics

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Considered on an
individual basis

A

Considered on an
individual basis

A

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry,
Maths and Physics

Considered on an
individual basis

A

including
Chemistry, Maths
and Physics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

37 with 6 in Higher
Level Chemistry,
Maths and Physics

Considered on an
individual basis

A

including
Chemistry, Maths
and Physics

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

A*AA
37 with 6 in Higher
Level Biology and
Maths

including Maths and
either Biology or
Further Maths

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

BSc

A levels

CFG0

3

A*AA

International
Baccalaureate
37 with 6 in Higher
Level from two
of the following:
Chemistry and
Maths, or 38 with
6 in Higher Level
Chemistry and
Standard Level
Maths

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

Considered on an
individual basis

(see
page 57)

A

Additional
information

including Chemistry
and Maths

IELTS

Study abroad

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Neuroscience

Typical offers

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CFG0

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/FGC0

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Natural Sciences
specialising in
Neuroscience

MSci

FGC0

4

A*AA

Nursing (Adult)

BSc

B742

3

BBB

31

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B742

Nursing (Adult)

MNurs

B743

4

ABB

34

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B743

Nursing (Child)

BSc

B732

3

BBB

31

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B732

Nursing (Child)

MNurs

B733

4

ABB

34

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B733

Nursing
(Mental Health)

BSc

B762

3

BBB

31

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B762

Nursing
(Mental Health)

MNurs

B760

4

ABB

34

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/B760

Philosophy

BA

V500

3

35

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/V500

Philosophy and
Linguistics

BA

VQ51

3

AAB/
A*BB/
A*AC

35

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VQ51

Philosophy and
Politics

BA

VL52

3

AAA

36

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VL52

AAA

either 36 points
plus GCSE Maths
at grade 7 (A) or
equivalent, or
36 including 6 in
Higher Level Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L0V0

Philosophy,
Politics and
Economics

BA

L0V0

3

DDM

DDD

DDD including
Maths or in
conjunction with
an acceptable
alternative Level 3
Maths qualification
or with GCSE Maths
at grade 7 (A)

C

GCSE English
Language, Maths
and Science at
grade 4 (C)

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

C

A

7.0 with at
least 7.0 in all
units

including A level
Maths or GCSE
Maths at grade 7 (A)

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

79

Placement
option

Study abroad

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/VL53

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F300

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F303

♦

we consider every
application on an
individual basis

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F304

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F302

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F305

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F301

F306

5

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F306

BSc

F3F5

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3F5

MPhys

F3FN

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3FN

BSc

F3F7

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3F7

UCAS
code

Typical offers

EPQ

A levels

International
Baccalaureate

BTEC National
Extended Diploma
DDD

(see
page 57)

Philosophy/
Sociology

BA

VL53

3

AAB/
A*BB/
A*AC

35

Physics

BSc

F300

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

Physics

MPhys

F303

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

Physics (with a
foundation year)

BSc

F304

4

Physics (with a
year abroad)

BSc

F302

4

AAB

Physics (with a
year abroad)

MPhys

F305

5

Physics (with a
year in industry)

BSc

F301

Physics (with a
year in industry)

MPhys

Physics with
Astrophysics
Physics with
Astrophysics
Physics with
Astrophysics
(with a year abroad)

80

Further details

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

Additional
information

IELTS

C

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Duration
(years)

Placement
option

Study abroad

Further details

A levels

International
Baccalaureate

5

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3F8

F3F6

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3F6

MPhys

F3F9

5

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3F9

Physics with
Philosophy

BSc

F3V5

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3V5

Physics with
Philosophy

MPhys

F3VM

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3VM

Physics with
Philosophy (with a
year abroad)

BSc

F3V7

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F3V7

Politics

BA

L200

3

AAB

35

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L200

Politics (with a
year in industry)

BA

L203

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L203

Politics with
International
Relations

BA

L201

3

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L201

Politics with
International
Relations (with a
year in industry)

BA

L205

4

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L205

Course

UCAS
code

MPhys

F3F8

BSc

Award

Physics with
Astrophysics
(with a year abroad)
Physics with
Astrophysics
(with a year in
industry)
Physics with
Astrophysics (with
a year in industry)

Typical offers

AAB

35

EPQ
BTEC National
Extended Diploma

DDD

DDD

(see
page 57)

C

C

Additional
information

IELTS

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

81

C800

3

Typical offers
A levels

AAA
Psychology

Psychology in
Education

Robotic
Engineering

MSci

BSc

C801

CX83

4

3

36 with at least
one Higher Level
science which
may include
Psychology

DDM including
science-related
units

C

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths:
Applications and
Interpretation, or
6 in Higher Level
or Standard Level
Maths: Analysis
and Approaches

DDD in any subject
plus A in A level
Maths

C

including Maths

AAA

Social and
Political Sciences

BA

LL32

3

AAB

Social and
Political Sciences
with Philosophy

BA

LL2V

3

AAB

35

3

82

BA

L433

3

BBB

BBB

IELTS

Further details

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C800

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/C801

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/CX83

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/H659

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LL32

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LL2V

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L430

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L433

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

6.0 with at
least 5.5 in all
units

DDD

C

31
Social Policy,
Crime and
Criminal Justice

A

including a
science from:
Biology, Chemistry,
Further Maths,
Maths, Physics,
Psychology. Should
have GCSE Maths at
grade 5 (B)

34 with a Higher
Level science

4

L430

DDD in a science
subject

Additional
information

ABB

H659

BA

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

including a science
from: Biology,
Chemistry, Further
Maths, Maths,
Geography, Physics,
Psychology. Should
have GCSE Maths at
grade 4 (C)

MEng

Social Policy

International
Baccalaureate

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Study abroad

BSc

UCAS
code

Placement
option

Psychology

Award

Duration
(years)

Course

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

DDM

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate

Placement
option

Study abroad

Further details

▲

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L507

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L300

DDM

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L390

34

DDM

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/L392

ABB

34

DDM

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/LX33

4

AAB

35

DDD

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/RQ41

W440

3

AAB

35

DDD

C

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/W440

BSc

F345

3

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F345

MPhys

F346

4

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F346

Theoretical
Physics (with a
year abroad)

BSc

F347

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F347

Theoretical
Physics (with a
year abroad)

MPhys

F348

5

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F348

Theoretical
Physics (with a
year in industry)

BSc

F344

4

AAB

35 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including A in
Physics and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F344

Theoretical
Physics (with a
year in industry)

MPhys

F349

5

AAA

36 with 6 in Higher
Level Maths and
Physics

♦

including Physics
and Maths

✔

✔

york.ac.uk/
ucas/F349

Duration
(years)

Typical offers
A levels

International
Baccalaureate

BTEC National
Extended Diploma

4

BBB

31

DDM

C

L300

3

ABB

34

DDM

BA

L390

3

ABB

34

Sociology with
Social Psychology

BA

L392

3

ABB

Sociology/
Education

BA

LX33

3

Spanish and
Linguistics (with a
year abroad)

BA

RQ41

Theatre: Writing,
Directing and
Performance

BA

Theoretical
Physics
Theoretical
Physics

UCAS
code

MSocW

L507

Sociology

BA

Sociology with
Criminology

Course

Award

Social Work

EPQ
(see
page 57)

Additional
information
GCSE English at
grade 4 (C)

IELTS
7.0 with at
least 7.0 in all
units

not for native
or near-native
speakers

6.5 with at
least 6.0 in all
units

Our courses and typical offers are subject to change. Before you apply, find the latest information about your course at york.ac.uk/undergraduate
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INDEX

city of York
colleges
map
sport
communication skills
contextual offers
costs
living costs
tuition fees

For subjects to study, see the
course table on pages 58–83.

A
academic integrity
academic support
access initiatives
accommodation
additional support requirements
alumni
case studies
network
applying
for accommodation

23
19, 20, 23, 46
53
38–39
39, 47, 53
30–31, 48–49, 50–51
26
52–53, 57
39

B
Bachelors degrees
Black Access programme
bursaries
see also scholarships

19
49, 53
46, 54

C
campus
accommodation
map
sports facilities
study spaces
care leavers
careers support
caring responsibilities
Chaplaincy
childcare

84
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34–35
38–39
86-87
43
20–21
46, 53, 54
24–27
46
47
47

couples’ accommodation
course structure
cultural life

8–13, 32
36–37, 46
86-87
36, 43
23
53
39, 54
54
39
19, 32
9, 35

53
53
23
39, 47, 53
49, 53

E
employability
see also careers support
English language requirements
enterprise opportunities
entry requirements
Extended Project Qualifications (EPQ)

23, 24–25
32, 53
26
52, 53, 56
57

F
family accommodation
family estrangement
Family Network
fees
Masters discount
festivals
food and drink
on campus
in York

23, 28
54
28

G
gap years

53

H
health centre
Hull York Medical School (HYMS)
application differences
fees

47
52, 53
54

I

D
deadlines for application
deferred entry
digital skills support
disabilities, students with
diversity and inclusion

foreign language skills
funding
for time abroad

39
46, 54
47
54
55
9, 35
35, 36
9, 11

IELTS see English language requirements
Integrated Masters degrees
international students
accommodation
applying
fees and funding
International Study Centres
internships

19
32–33, 46
39
52, 53
54
28
26

L
language courses
see also English language requirements
leadership skills
libraries
living costs
loans

23, 28
26, 36
20
39, 54
54

M
Masters degrees
postgraduate study discount
Maths Skills Centre
mature students
medical school
application differences
fees

19
55
23
46, 53
52, 53
54

Semester dates
mental health support
mentors
careers		
students

47
26
36

MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses)

6, 7

N
Next Step York
Nightline

51, 53
47

O
Open Days
Open Door
outreach activities
overseas students see international students
overseas study see studying abroad

5, 52
47
53

46, 54
32, 53
19, 25, 26, 27, 57

Q
qualifications for admission see entry requirements

teaching and learning
transport connections
tuition fees

UCAS codes

14–19
9, 35, 88
54

52

V
visiting students
volunteering
abroad

wellbeing

research14–15

S
54
27, 28
32, 35, 41
6
36, 41, 42–43
31, 40, 41
54

Some courses – typically those which
include professional placements –
are structured differently. You should
check online to find out how your
course is structured.

T

32
26, 36, 41
28, 57

W

R

scholarships
York Futures Scholarships
see also bursaries
societies
SPOCs (Short Private Online Courses)
sport and fitness
case studies
student loans

36
46
40–41, 47
20–21
23
19, 24, 28–29, 57
46–47
19, 20, 23, 46
36, 46
32

U

P
parental support, students without
pathway courses
placement year

student mentors
Student Support and Advice Team
Students’ Union (YUSU)
study facilities
study skills
studying abroad
support services
academic
colleges
for international students

From September 2023, our
academic year will be split into
two 16-week semesters. A vacation
in each semester gives you two
or three weeks away from your
studies to revise and relax.

Semester 1:
18 September 2023 – 2 February 2024
Christmas vacation:
18 December 2023 – 5 January 2024
Semester 2:
5 February 2024 – 7 June 2024
Easter vacation:
25 March 2024 – 5 April 2024
For future dates visit
york.ac.uk/about/term-dates

23, 36, 46–47

Y
year in industry
York Access Scheme
York Futures
scholarships
York Strengths
York, city of
YUSU (Students’ Union)

19, 57
53
24, 27
27, 28
26
8–13, 32
40–41, 47
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Campus map

UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS

2

1

•
•
•

5

6
7
8

Campus investment

•

3

V

Located within walking distance of
York city centre, our safe and beautiful
campus is home to our colleges and most
of our academic departments. Other
departments are based at the historic
King’s Manor in the heart of the city.

We’re passionate about our campus.
We believe that creating the right spaces can help
students and staff achieve excellence, so we’re
investing in it to:

A

4

9

W

10

D

13

J

make great places for you to learn, live,
work and visit
create a sustainable environment for
our community

Heslington

11

increase and improve our facilities to
enable growth
preserve our unique heritage,
listed buildings and Green Flag
parkland campus.

Sports fields

Fulford golf course

H
Sports pavilion
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12

Campus West

york.ac.uk

lway
on

18
15
14

Campus East
C

L

G
AL

17
16

DK

Dean’s Park

20
York Art Gallery

19
Yorkshire
Museum

York Minster
YorkTheatre Royal

Museum Gardens Public Library
Tourist
Information

Colleges

Key buildings
1. Jack Lyons Concert Hall

11. York Sports Centre

A Alcuin College

2. Information Centre
and Student Hub

12. Heslington Hall

AL Anne Lister College

3. Market Square shops

13. Student Recruitment
and Admissions

C Constantine College

4. Library and Archives

14. Kimberlow Hill shops

5. Spring Lane Building

15. Medical Centre

DK David Kato College

6. Greg’s Place

16. Ron Cooke Hub

7. Central Hall

17. Piazza Building

8. Exhibition Centre

18. York Sport Village

9. Roger Kirk Centre

19. King’s Manor (city centre)

10. YUSU – Students’ Union

20. York Minster Library (city centre)

D Derwent College
G Goodricke College
H Halifax College
J

James College

L

Langwith College

V Vanbrugh College
W Wentworth College (postgraduate)

King’s Manor, York city centre
87

Airports

GETTING TO
THE UNIVERSITY

There are international airports at Manchester,
Leeds and Doncaster. York is under two hours by rail
from London, so Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted
are also within easy reach.

Rail
York is on the main line between London King’s
Cross and Edinburgh, so trains are fast and frequent.
There are direct services to other major cities,
including Birmingham, Bristol, Liverpool, Leeds
and Manchester.

York has excellent transport links with
other major cities both in the UK and
abroad. The University is located within
easy reach of York city centre.

Car
Take the outer ring road (A64 on the south and east
sides of the city, A1237 round the north and west) to
the junction with the Hull/Bridlington roads (A1079/
A166). From this junction the route to the University
is signposted. All public car parks on the campus
have reserved bays for disabled badge holders.

City centre
A1036

York
Railway
Station

Taxi
A journey by taxi from York Railway Station to the
University takes from 10 to 20 minutes.

A1079

A19

Travel times



By car/taxi

15–20 mins



By bus

15–20 mins



By bike

12–15 mins

On foot

25–30 mins

york.ac.uk

You can cycle or scoot to the University from York
railway station in around 15 minutes, or 20 minutes
on the riverside route along cycle paths and quiet
roads. Bicycles, e-bikes and e-scooters are available
for hire at locations across the city.

Campus East

Campus West

Bus

Heslington

From the city centre to the
University (Campus West)

88

Bikes and scooters

A64 York
by-pass

There are regular buses between the University and
York railway station and a frequent free bus service
between Campus West and Campus East.

Coach
You can reach York by coach from many
destinations around the country. National Express
buses stop at York railway station.

University of York Prospectus 2023
This prospectus is for students applying to
join us in 2023 and was correct at the time of
going to press (February 2022). For the most
up-to-date information please visit our website
at york.ac.uk
ORDINANCES AND REGULATIONS
The prospectus is issued for the general
guidance of students entering the University of
York in September 2023 and does not form part
of any contract. Our ordinances and regulations,
which are binding on all students, can be found
on our website. The University’s qualification
titles are consistent with the national Framework
for Higher Education Qualifications.
Further information about the Framework is
available from the Quality Assurance Agency
for Higher Education at qaa.ac.uk
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